DIRECT LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECT SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES:
A ,(O]ur hearings disclosed, for example, that solar energy was three or four times more labor intensi~e than nuclear energy, and conservation even more so. The accuracy of these microeconomic findings should be verified and integrated with macroeconomic evidence and presented to the President any the Congress when major decisions are made.
. 2 1he MITRE study is an exception to this generalization; labor requirements for air collectors, evacuator tubes (cooling), and solAr heat pumps are provided. Since comparable data from other studies do not exist, MITRE estimates for these technologies will not be discussed. distributors; 3) a survey of experts considered to be pioneers 1n the solar field; and 4) a task inventory analysis. 5
The Navarro study identified certain tasks which were considered strictly solar. Two types of solar workers were defined from the categories of solar tasks--solar mechanics and solar technicians.
The solar mechanic is expected to perform entry-level tasks of installation and routine maintenance, and is defined as a solartrained conventional tradesman with knowledge of solar systems.
A solar technician is defined as having knowledge and skills specific to solar system design, installation, and diagnostic Results of the four approaches used in the Navarro study to estimate direct labor requirements are listed in the first column of Tables 1-4 . Total system requirements for the design, instaUation and maintenance (manufacture is not inc.l11ciP.ci) of nPw domestic hot water systems (Table 1) range from 0.52 to 1.32 ph/ft 2 of collector. The "avet"age" Navarro e.stimate for new DHW systems is 1.04 ph/ft2.
5 The task inventory analysis consisted of identifying the specific tasks necessary to design, install, and maintain solar systems and determining the levels and time requirements for each task. 
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As indicated by data in Table 3 ). Retrofits of combined DHW and SH systems will require 0.25 to 0.58 ph/ft 2 and an average application is estimated at 0.55 ph/ft 2 ( Table 4) .
Lower labor requirements per square foot of collector for combined DHW/SH than DHW only are probably the result of "economies" ~n application; a DHW/SH system with 300 ft 2 of collector area will not require six times as much labor input as a DHW system with SO ft 2 of collector.
MITRE Corporation
Detailed discussion of MITRE's methodology to derive labor requirements for solar manufacture, design, and installation ~s not available. Data on input requirements were apparently derived from several sources, including a survey of solar manufacturers in 1976~ cost data from demonstration and privately funded projects, and secOLldary data on construction costs.6 According to a MITRE report, the following methodology was used:
6 P.C. As indicated in Table 1 
C. LABOR COSTS FOR TYPICAL SYSTEMS
In Table 6 , labor costs for residential DHW and DHW/SH systems are calculated. Wage rates used to calculate these costs are provided in a footnote to Table 6 .
Labor costs, according to MITRE estimates, for a 50 ft 2 DHW system total $440. This total includes design, manufacture, and installation, but excludes any allowance for maintenance costs.
Total DHW hot water systems costs for a 50 ft 2 installation have been estimated to be $1,012. 11 Labor costs therefore represent almost one-half of total direct costs for this type of application.
For combined DHW/SH systems, total labor costs are estimated, using MITRE data, to be $3,755. Total labor· cost estimates based on the Navarro College study, which include maintenance but omit manufacturing requirements, are $2,283 for a 300 ft 2 system. 11 Ibid.
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Total DHW/SH system costs for a 300 ft 2 unit have been estimated in one study to be approximately $12,000.1 2 The labor cost component for a DHW/SH system represents one-quarter to one-third of total system cost.
12 Ibid. , p. 1 7. 
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labor market, labor shortage rather than surplus may be the dominant policy concern.of the future. It is imperative that these questions be addressed before programs and policies are pursued which tout the purported labor intensity of solar energy technologies.
In conclusion, there is need for careful research which exam~nes all of the following issues in a concerted manner: 1) direct job requirements for a wide variety of solAr t~~hnologiei; 2) how these skill requirements differ from existing occupational pools and how they relate to regional manpower supplies; 3) indirect and displacQmEmt effects on a regional basis; and 4) the sensitivity of these results to alternative economic and policy scenarios and the market penetration est.imates that result from these scenarios.
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